27th March, 2018

Dear Exhibition Participants!

The Nigerian Institution of Mechanical Engineers (NIMechE) which is the umbrella body for Mechanical Engineers in Nigeria as a Supporter, welcomes you to the second edition of the International Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Exhibition tagged ‘ELAN EXPO 2018 Nigeria’, organized by ELAN EXPO holding between the 10th and 12th of July, 2018, at the Landmark Center Victoria island, Lagos. This exhibition promises to be great as over 80 brands across the globe are expected to grace the occasion.

As a result of the country’s enormous Human resource potentials, boasting a population of over 180 million, local and global marketing engagements, robust business environment, and an economy with a rising profile, Nigeria is a country endowed with surplus opportunities in all aspects of human endeavour.

NIMechE is an Institution for Mechanical Engineers which boast of an enviable number of members whom have always been assets to the Engineering family and indeed the country at large. Building on the successful collaboration with ELAN EXPO, we are looking forward to a more exciting event come July, 2018. HVAC West Africa has proven to provide credible opportunities for Engineers, Entrepreneurs, likewise Businessmen.

We invite all and sundry to this epic Exhibition as its opportunities bears no boundary.

See you there!

Yours faithfully,

Engr. Musa B. IBRAHIM MNSE, MNIMechE
Ag. Secretary